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Cells are "the most complex objects in the

universe," writes Lewis Wolpert, Professor
Emeritus of Biology at ihe University Col-
Iege of London, in his new offering, How We

Live &WhyWe Die.lndeed it becomes clear,

as one embarks upon Wolpert's sub-cellular
trek through history, that the idea of billions

of independent cells operating together as a

"true co-operative" society is nothing short
of a miracle.

From the beginnings of rational scientific
thought on life to how our current cellular
gnderstanding of life came io be, Wolpert
demystifies the mysterious inner workings of
the cell to give the reader an understanding

of the dynamic interactions that combine to
make complex multicellular organisms.

With a lifetime's experience in the field,
Wolperl narrates research findings that argue

for our cells being the center point of how
we grow, develop, communicate and age.

Topics addressed include cellular replication,

the relationship between DNA and proteins,

stem cells, sexual reproduction, neuronal
communication, and how, through all of this

hubbub, cells also have the evolutionary ca-
pability to fend off external invaders such as

viruses and bacteria and deal with internal is-

sues such as cancer,
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While most of the
book is concerned
with scientific ba-
sics, Wolpert does
occasionally address
such eihical contro-
versy as embryonic
stem-cell research
and genetic behav-

ioral determinism. ln response to cloning, he

maintains, "l have offered as a prize a bottle
of champagne to anyone who could show
me that cloning a human being raises any

ethical issues." Concluding with a chapter
on the still debatable topic of the origins of

the first cell, it is clear that Wolpert's stance

on those topics resides with the humanists,

as he ultimately believes that, "Understand-
ing how cells function lwilll help to clarify
these contentious issues."

Well written for a general audience, the
journey is by no means complete. As Wol-
pert writes: "We should always remember
that howeverclever we think cells are, they
are cleverer, and that there are still many

more surprises to come." a

A NEW BOOK EXAMINES
HOWVIRTUAL REALITY IS

IMPACTING OUR LIVES
AND CULTURE.

I Virtual reality is no

longer just the hy-
pothetical domain
of sci-fi movies. lt
promises great free-
dom -consider an

avatar that increases
your self-efficacy, or
surgical training ap-
plications for physi-
cians. Experts in the

field Jim Blascovich and Jeremy Bailenson
examine how virtual worlds are becoming
an increasingly bigger parl of our real lives
in their new book, Infinite Reality: Avatars,
Eternal Life, New Worlds, and the Dawn of
the Virtual Revolution (HarperCollins, 201 1).

We spoke to Bailenson, who runs the Virtual
Human Interaction Lab at Stanford Univer-
sity, about how virtual reality will transform
us-for better and worse.

Brain World: Put simply, how is virlual real-

ity changing the world?
Jeremy Bailenson: People have used me-
dia for centuries-but today's media has

become perceptually convincing. Vktual
reality fools the brain into believing that digi-
tal events are actually occurring. This has

drastic implications for social interaction,
education, entertainment and just about
every facet of life.

BW: You write that the shift we're expe-
riencing-to a virtual world-is "close to
inevitable, given how humans are wired
neurophysiologically." Why is that?
JB: The brain is receptive to what psycholo-
gists call "mind wandering." Humans have
always been fans of daydreaming, imagi-
nation and entertainment which involves
mental transportation. Virtual reality allows
the mind to wander to places that-in terms
of how they look, sound, feel, and smell-
seem just as real as their physical locale.

****

BW: Your interest in the subject is through
the lens of psychology rather than technol-
ogy. How does that mean you approach it?
JB: Virtual reality involves mental transpor-
tation and can occur without any technol-
ogy-for example, a well-done set in a the-
ater. Technology simply allows simulaitons
that previously were rare and costly to build
to become pervasive.
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brainpower
by Gerri Miller
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Imagine the mttant X-Mez's powers were the result of brain anomalies,

or that the ;ratients described in The Man rYho Mistook His \'Ytfe for a Hat
and other books by neurologist Oliver Sacks solved crimes lor the govern-

ment. Thatt the premise of A/phas, a Sy$' summer series deeply rooted in

the biology and chemistry of the brain. "Itt as if you took an Oliver Sacks

story and turned it into a procedural action show," says co-creator Zak

Penn, a lifelong Sacks fan who modeled psychologist and neurologist Dr.

Leigh Rosen (David Strathairn) on the physician author.

At the request of the Department of Defense, Rosen has assembled a

civilian team, including some former patients, with unusual conditions

and unique abilities. These include synesthesia, a condition that renders a

womant senses hypersensitive and links them, allowing her to see things

in greater detail but at the expense ofher hearing (and vice versa), and

hyperkenesis, which gives a man "perfect synchrony berween his mind and

his nervous system." Another man "can activate his fight-or-flight instincr

at will and can fush his system with adrenaline ro increase his strength

and resilience." Theret a woman whose ability is "instant induction, an

extreme form of hypnosis," and a "high-functioning autistic," a young
man who is able to see electronic wavelengths and visualize phone and

television signals. On the downside, "Het not good with people or taking

care ofhimself," says Penn, explaining that each characrer has a deficir or
problem relating to his or her ability.

Penn, somewhat of a sci-fi specialist who wrote nvo of the X-Men mov-

ies, based A/phas on the premise that the Pentagon's "r-roble failure" of an

attempt to recruit psychics to solve cases in the'60s and'70s had actually

worked. He aimed to keep the tone more naturalistic than comic-bookish

and grounded it in the realm ofscientific possibility, hiring scientific re-

searchers and neurologists as technical advisors.

Always lascinated by the brain, Penn is pleased to finally have a venue to
write about it. "From the beginning, we rhought it would be awesome if
in each episode you learn something about how amazing the brain is," he

says, citing a plot about a character with aphasia due to a cerebral lesion

in the first episode, set to premiere in July. "\We want ro challenge your
assumption about how the brain works." ]
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BW: ls there a difference in the brain when
you're having a virtual experience vs. being
in actual reality?
JB: While the evidence using fMRl to com-
pare virtual and physical interactions is
complex, most experiments show that a

perceptually rich virtual experience causes
similar neural reactions to a physical one.

BW: Do we need to be concerned about
how our brains are being altered by this
new digital world?
JB: Virtual reality has drastic implications
for mental health-both positive and nega-
tive. Dozens of experiments show that
actions which occur virtually, for example
having a prosocial or antisocial experience,
can affect how we later behave in the physi-
cal world.

BW: How can we expect our society and
culture to change after spending so much of
our time in virtual worlds?
JB: Culture is already changing" Children
between the ages of 6 and 16 spend over
eight hours per day, outside of the class-
room, using digital media, according to a

recent study published by the Kaiser Fam-
ily Foundation. The manners in which this
digital lifestyle is shaping their worldview
cannot be underestimated.

BW: You claim that our digital identities
don't just represent us, they in fact shape
us. How so?
JB: Many psychology experiments dem-
onstrate that avatars, representations of
ourselves in virtual reality, change the way
we think and the way we behave. For ex-
ample, wearing a taller avatar will cause us
to become confident in the physical world;

wearing an attractive one will cause is to
behave more socially. Wearing disabled
avatars can cause us to become com-
passionate, and using healthy and active
avatars can change our physical eating and
exercise habits. Even small amounts of ex-
posure to avatars can cause this behavioral
transformation.

BW: What is one of the coolest, or wildest,
virtual reality applications you' re expecting
in the near future?
JB: We are designing a conservation appli-
cation that makes people viscerally aware
of their energy use. Virtual reality can make
the invisible become visible, so people can
be very aware of carbon they produce on a
daily basis when their avatar is surrounded
by their own byproducts. Experiments we
have run in thd lab have demonstrated that
using VR is an effective tool to change envi-

ronmental behavior. ]
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